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l Introduction 

The major objectives with this work is to emphasize the work don e at NTHjSINTEF 
cancerned with implementation of an extended version of the ''Eddy Dissipation 
Concept", [l], to be implemented in the KAMELEON-II code. Two major consid
erations are done. First, the implementation of a detailed composition model, with 
special emphasis on NO formation, is discusssed. Second, a method for including 
generation of ca from a general hydraearbon fuel, based on simple infinit fast chem
istry assumptions, is outlined. The latter may provc to be a good approximation 
for many engineering purposes. 

1.1 The EDC - a brief out Iine 

The Eddy Dissipation Concept is based on same of the characteristic features of 
turbulent reading flow [l]. These characteristic features can be summarized as: 

• lntermittently distributed combustion zones. 

• Chemical reactions --+ molecular mixing. 

• Molecular mixing --+ dissipative turbulence structures. 

• Dissipative structures --+ fast mixing. 

• Fast mixing--+ perfectly stirred reactors. 

Turbulent kinetic energy is transfered from low frequency to high frequency vortices, 
where the energy are dissipated to heat due to viscous shear forccs acting against 
the local strain. Through analyzing the euergy transfer process, characteristic pa
rameters for the dissipative structures can be obtained [1]. 

The EDC - a reactor model and a two-zone approach. 

The reaction zones are modeled as perfectly stirred reactors which receive ga._<; mix
ture from the fine structure surroundings. The governing equations for the burrring 
fine structures will then be: 

(dr;•) + _l_(y•- yo) = w;w; =R' 
dt T"'' p* 1 (l) 
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(
dh') +_!:_(h'- ho)= O 
dt T' 

(2) 

The superscript * earrespond to the average condit.ion in the burning fine structures, 
while 0 earrespond to the average condition in the surroundings. The factor /*X 
is the intermittency factor of the burning fine structures. The mass fraction of fine 
structures, ')'*,is a pure hydrodynamical quantity and is a function of the turbulent 
Reynolds number. The fraction of burrring fine structures, x, express if enough 
heat has been released to sustain combustion. 7* is the residence time in the fine 
structures and Ri is the reaction rate in the burning fine structures on mass basis. 
}i is the species mass fraction and h represents the enthalpy. p is the density, W; is 
the rnaleeular weight and wi is the reaction rate on molar basis. 

By dividing a volume element inta burning fine structures and non-burning sur
roundings, the following expression for the average density is obtained. 

l 'Y'X (l -'Y' X) p = p.+ po (3) 

This division of the volume element inta two parts, is equivalent with assuming 
a bi-modal "pdf"; one modus for the burning fine structures, and one modus for 
the surroundings. In the Eddy Dissipation Concept, these modi are assumed to 
scale with t wo dirac functions for the fine structure conditions and the surranndings 
respectively. 

N 

P 7'xo(T- T') II o(Y;- Y;') 
i= l 

N 

+(l - ,·x)o(T- T 0
) II 15(Y;- Y;0

) ( 4) 
i= l 

A veraging an arbitrary variable, Z, yields: 

Density weighted: 

(5) 
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Time averaged: 

(6) 

According to this, eq. l and 2 can now be written as; 

(7) 

( dh')+ l (h'-h)-0 
dt T'(l - xr'l - (8) 

and the mean reaction rate is given: 

(9) 

2 Detailed composition modeling 

It is of great lmportance to achieve knowledge about pollutant formation in com
bustion processes due to its impact on on our environment. The species in question 
such as N O x will be toxic and influence the environment even if i t is a minor species 
relative to the major products such as H20 and C02 • Pure mass balancc between 
reactants and stable products gain no information about such trace species. 

2 .l The reversible infinite fast chemistry approach 

On e of the simplest methods to gain information about trace species are the equilib
rium assumption. This is a pure thermodynamic approach which is only valid if the 
chemical kinetic processes describing the consumptian and destruction of the species 
are fast campared to other processcs such as diffusion and convection. Based on mass 
conservatlon and rninimizing the Gibbs free energy, the equilibrium composition can 
be found if the temperature and the pressure are known. 
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Elementa! conservation: 

N 

Leijnj =mi j= 1,···,NE 
j =o l 

N 

L;f;;dn; =O 
j::::! 

(10) 

(11) 

where (ij is number of atoms of element i in a molecule of species j, n J is the number 
of moles of molecules of species j, mJ is the number of moles of atoms of element i, 
N is the number of specil:'.s and NE is the number of elements. 

Constant Gibbs free energy: 

N 

'I:;(g;(T,p) + RTlog(x;))n; = G(T,p,n,) 
}=1 

dG(t,p,n,) =0 

N 

L RT log(x;)dn; =O 
j= t 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

where 9J is the molar Gibbs free energy for species i and XJ is the mole fraction of 
species J. 

By using La Grange multipliers on this system, the number of variables will equal 
the number of elements in the process. Although the resulting system of equations 
are highly non-linear, it willhave a dimension about four which is applicable in real 
3D problems. 

For NO, however, the chemical kinetic processes are genera11y slow and an equilib
rium approach does not give satisfactory results. 
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2.2 The finite chemistry approach 

When assuming all reactions taking place in the burrring fine structures, the mean 
reaction rate in the EDC can be found from: 

(15) 

The burrring fine structure condition, fi*, must be evaluated if the mean reaction 
rates are to be found. The burrring fine structures are modeled as perfectly stirred 
reactors, and for finite chemistry considerations, the reaction rates are dependent 
on the fine structure condition itself. This results in a set of non-linear algebraic 
equations. 

2.2.1 Full chemistry 

When using finite chemistry models in the gas phase, the law of mass action is 
generally assurned valid and the temperature dependent rate eonstants are modeled 
using a modificd Arrhenlus expression. 

The elementary reactions can be formulated as: 

N N 
Lv;Rel;::::: Lv;'Prt j= l,···,R (16) 
1=1 1=1 

where vf and v{' are stoichiometric coefficients, Re1 is reactants, Prt products and 
R is reactions. 

The read.ion rates are given as: 

R 

Wi =L V;j(qj- PJ) (17) 
j=l 

where 
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and 

and 

N l:/ v't· 

(,.p) ' 
q;= kt,jiT ~ 

1=1 l 

N "'17 v"1· 

(,.p) ' 
P;= kb,;fi W 

1=1 l 

k '- kj,j 
b,;- I<· ,,, 

where I<c,j is the equilibrium eonstant based on concentrations for reaction j. 

solution proccdures 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

On e way or another, t hese non-linear equations must be linearized. The linearization 
is necessary to achieve a system of equations which readily can be solved with same 
method from linear algebra theory. The solution obtaincd will not be the exact 
answer due to the linearization, and hence we have to iterate in order to get a 
converged solution. Since this is a iterative process we suggest splitting the solution 
procedure inta two stages: 

l. Fixed temperature- Campasitian calculation 

2. Fixed composition - Temperature calculation 

This is done due to the temperature sensitive character of the reaction rates. If the 
reactions influence on the temperature is low as it is for the NO x chemistry1 stagc 
two may be skipped. 
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In the following, a few Hnearization methods will be outlined for the full chemistry 
approach assuming eonstant temperature. 

Newtons method 

Assuming stationary conditions the species mass fractlons equations can be given 
as: 

(dY') l - w'W; -' +-(Y'- Y.)--'-= y 
dl f'' p* t 

(23) 

f = 7'(1 - X'Y') 

where F; will differ from O if the dependent variables have values which differ from 
the cxact solution. 

The Newton method imply Taylor expansion of the functions, 
the first order terms. 

N (aF )n "' __ , (Y·*n+1 _ y.*n) +F!' = p.n+1 
~ 8Y.* J J • • 
]=1 J 

Assuming the }j*n+l matching the exact solution imply Ft+1 

the following iterative scheemc: 

~ ( 8F; )n (Y•n+1 _ y•n) = _yn 
~ 8Y.* J J • 
J=l J 

From eqs. 17 - 20 and 23 we get: 

N 

~~ - '""""' v~' . 
l l/J - ~ 'J 

i= l 

JO 

F;, truncated after 

(24) 

= O and the we get 

(25) 

(27) 



The system of linear equations wi11 now be given by: 

(28) 

where 

, (aF; )n 
O'ij =T BYI (29) 

and 

(3 = ~, (8F;)n Y'"-F" 
f !---- T BY.* J J 

p=l J 

(30) 

Since the solution of eq. 28 will generally not be a good enough approximation to 
the exact solution to eq. 23, direct solution techniques would be very time con
surning campared with iterative methods which does not have any matrix inversion 
embodied. Based on this, an iterative method may give faster convergence than 
direct solution methodes. 

Gauss-Seidel - SOR 

The Gauss-Seidel iterative method irnply using the most recently solved variables 
to update the equations given by eq. 28: 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Direct linearization 

The structure of the chemical reaction rates, 17, gives us an opportunity to split the 
reaction rates into a negative and a positive part: 
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(34) 

where 

R 

Q;= l:(v~jqJ + viiPi) (35) 
i= l 

and 

R 

P;= L(v;jPi + viiqi)/Yi (36) 
j=l 

The solution estimatefor eq. 23 can now be found from: 

(37) 

(38) 

Other solution techniques 

There exist more sophisticated solution techniques w hi ch can be used to solvethese 
non-linear equations, and just briefly we will mention: 

• Modified Newton metl1od [5] 

• Differential equation solvers for translent problems 
- time stepping 
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2.2.2 Reduced chemistry 

The reduced chemistry approach is descr.ibed by Glarborg et. al, [2]. Here we will 
only emphasize the major considerations which is done to construct the reduced 
mechanism. Steady state assumption is donc for all minor species except H and H2 

du e to these species large diffusivities. In addition partial equilibrium between O H, 
H2 and 112 0 is assumed to specify the OH concentration. 

The resulting equations are highly non-linear and must be linearized in sorne sense. 
The linearization techniques will follow the lines desct·.ibed for the full chcmistry 
model, hut the reaction rates will differ dependent on what kind of reduced rnecha
nism is applied. 

2.2.3 The tabular approach 

Another approximation to the full chemistry model, is the tabular approach. We 
can .imagine that the burrring fine structure conditions were calculated with every 
independent variable varied continuously. The results could then besavedin tablcs 
which the fiow code might use to pick the right fine structure conditions. Thesc 
tables would of course be intractable due to the large rnemory demand. However, if 
parts of the reaction scheme could be isolated in the sense that on ly a few species is 
invalved to describe the finite chemistry effects and a sufficient diseretc resolution 
of the independent variables was chosen, the table could be made sufficient small to 
be incorporated in a ftow code. 

Pre-calculated fine structure conditions 

U sing the tabular approach imply sclection of independent variables. Physical con
siderations about the combustion processes lead to the following chose. 

Independent variables: 

• fine structure temperature 

• residcnce time 

• equivalence ratio 

• (N) species mass fractions - (Mean values) 
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The equivalence ratio is defined according to the fuels considered in the problems. If 
the heat releasing reactions are implementedin the tabular approach, the equivalence 
ratio is not needed because it is defined implicit by the species used as independent 
variables. 

The table size will be given by the following Formula 

N,p 

TS = Nsp · MT · MT• · M<fJ ·II Msp,i 
i= l 

Nsp - number of species 
Mr - m1mber of -r values 
Mr* - number of T* values 
M if! - number of <P valnes 
Msp,i - number of values for species i 

(39) 

It should be emphasized that the table size increase with a factor (i+ 1)/i · Msp,i+l 

if the number of tabulated species is increased by one. 

2.2.4 Implementation considerations 

If a model which describe the tracc species should be applicable in a 3 dimensional 
flow model, certaln criteria must be fulfilled. Short 1isted, this shou]d be: 

• robust code 
- the code should run smoothly for a wide range of nperational conditions 

• minirnize CPU time consumption 

• vectorized code 
- array processors 

• minimize mcrnory need 
- few species 

In addition, tabulated valnes for thcrmodynamic data and rate coefficients should 
be used to avoid heavy arithmetic in the most frequently used parts of the code. 
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Current implementation 

The current implementation is ehosen due to the specific features of the reburning 
technique. The reduced mechanism given in [2] is applicable to a realistic 3D nu
merical model due to the low number of species involved. However, this technique 
is time consurning and an efficient numerical rnethod must be ehosen if it should 
be applied to complex 3D combustion problems. The reburning technique is most 
efficient in low temperature regions of the flow, a temperature region where the re
duced mechanism has less significance. Based on this, the current implementation 
of finite rate chemlstry is the tabular approach. 

The table is created from PSR calculations, [4], usmg detailed chemical kinetics 
desct·ibed by Glarborg [3]. 

The pre-calculated table is based on: 

• 20 different temperatures : l 000 - 2200 K 

• 13 different eq. ratios : 0.4 - 1.6 

• 12 different residence times: l.E-5- l.E-2 s 

• 1 specie- NO: 12 different values: l.E-6- l.E-3 

Representation of independent variables 

• temperature - linear intervals 

• equivalencc ratio - linear intervals 

• residence time- logarithmic intervals 

• NO mass fraction - logarithmic intervals 

First order interpolation 

For an arbitrary variable Z dependent of the variables, fj, the linear interpolation 
is given by: 

N (8Z) Z=Z.+l::- (<fi-(<fi)k) 
i=1 Bfi k 

( 40) 
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( 41) 

where Zk and Zk+1 are output from the table and (1h)kH and (f/>j)k are input to the 
table. 

If the independent variable is resolved logarithmic, <Pi represents the natural loga
rithm of this independent variable. 

2.3 Some test results - the tabular approach 

The tabular approach is tested for a turbulent diffusion fiame where the fuel jet as 
well as the stagnant surranndings are doped with 100 ppm NO. The diffusion flamc 
has a Reynolds number of 112000, and the only difference between the calculation 
with full chemistry and the tabular approach is the nitrogen chemistry which is 
ex ducled from the tabular approach calculations. On ly the N O leve} of the burrring 
zones are found from a precalculated table in the tabular approach. All other species 
are determined according to detailed chemistry modeling. 

Figure l shows the NO mole fraction across the flame as a function of the distance 
from the jet axis where the non-dimensional downstream distance, 2X/r0 , equals 
102 where ro is the nozzle radius. We see that there is an overprediction of NO 
when we use the tabular approach campared with the full chemistry approach. The 
tabular approach deviate, at most, with a factor of two campared with the detailed 
cehmistry model. 

Figure 2 reflects the same results, bu t now we use the relative mixture fraction U est 
as independent variable. When U (w > 1 we have fuel rich conditions and e/ est < l 
means fuel lean conditions. Wc find that maximum NO calculated earrespond to 
e; est :::::::: 1 for bot h the full chemistry approach as weil as the tabutar approach. 

Figure 3 shows how the calculated NO valnes varies along the axis. When 2X/ R-o< 
100 there is good agrcement between the two models. When 2X/Ro > 100 wc 
find that the tabular approach overprediets the NO leve! with, at most, a factor of 
two. According to fig. 4 the peak leve! earrespond to maximum temperature or 
equivalently; approximately stoichiometric conditions. 
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3 The two step irreversible infinite fast chem
istry approach 

The on e step irreversible infinite fast reaction approach assornes the fuel and oxidizer 
to convert to C02 and H2 0 for both Jean and rich mixtures. For rich conditions, 
significant amount of ca is present and should be taken into consideration. 

The following seetian describes different ways of formulating the generation of GO in 
the system, still assuming infinite fast irreversible chemistry. The extra assumption 
made, isthat the fuel will initially convert to GO and hence if excess air is present, 
the GO will oxidize into C02 

3.1 Stoichiometric equations 

For a general hydraearbon fuel, three different stoichiometric equations can be put 
forward, di ffcring due to what kind of product we assurne. 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

The fi.rst equation describe thermodynamical the conversion to stable products for 
Jean conditions. The seeond and third equation represent conversion to GO con
taining products for rich conditions. 

These equations can be re re-phrased as: 

(45) 
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where the stoichiometric air/fuel ratios is given by: 

m l 
81 =n+--~ 

4 2 

n l 
02=---

2 2 

n m l 
0,=-+---

2 4 2 

We define the relative airjfuel ratio, .\,as follows: 

where n02 represents number of moles of 0 2 • 

3.2 Conversion of fuel hydrogen to H 2 0 

The following two global reactions is obtained: 

CnHmOI + A3 83 0 2 ~ max(! - ;,,, O)CnHmOI + 
nmin(A3 , I)CO + 
max( ( ,\ 3 - I )83 , 0)02 + 
; min(>-3 , I)H20+ 

20 
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(47) 

( 48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 



Combining these two equat.ions gives: 

CnHmOI + )dJ302 --+ max( l- )q,O)CnHmOI + 
nmin(,\3 , l)· max(!- .\4 ,0)CO + 
n min(.\3 , l) · min( .\4 , l )C02 + 
nmin(.\ 3 ,1) ·max[(.\,; l) ,o] 0 2 + 
m . 

2 mm(.\3 , l)H2 0 

(55) 

(56) 

Based on the assumption that the amount of GO in eq. 54 must be consurned 
according to the amount of excess 0 2 in the products, eq. 55 gives the following 
exprcssion for )q 

nmin(.\3 , 1).\4 = 2max((.\3 -1)03 ,0) (57) 

We define the following relation: 

(58) 

Substituted inta eq. 56, this gives: 

CnHm0,+.\0,02 ~ max(l-.\:;,o) CnHmOd (59) 

max [n min(.\ ::.l) -2max(.\01 - 03 , 0), o] GO+ 
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min [2max(A01 ~ 03 , 0), n min (A:~, l) l C02 + 

[
2max(.\01 -03,0)-nmin(.\j;,l) l 

max 
2 

,O Oz+ 

m ( e1 ) 
2 min A.

03
,l H20 

This equation ma y be employed if we assume the fuel hydrogen to convert to water 
dircctly, whHe the fuel earbon is converted to GO at rich conditions. 

3.3 Conversion of fuel hydrogen to H 2 

If we assume the fuel hydrogen to convert into H2 , the fo1lowing global reactions 
rnay be applied. 

CnHmOI + AzOzOz ~ max( l~ >.z,O)CnHmOI 
nmin(.\2 , l)CO 

max((.\2 -1)02,0)02 

; min(.\2 , l)H2 

In addition to consumptian of GO, the excess 0 2 will also consume H2 

22 
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This imply: 

CnHmOI + >-,0,02 ~ max(!- >-,,O)CnHmOI + 
n min{A2 , l) ·max(! - A4 , O)CO + 
m . 
2mm(A2 , l)· max( l- ),5 ,0)112 + 
n min(>-2 , l)· min{A4 , !)C02 + 
~ min(>-2 , l)· min(>-5 , l )1120 + 

{n min( A2 , l) ·max [ ( ;,, ; l), O l + 

~min(>-2 ,1) max[Ps;l),o]}o, 

Equivalent to eq. 57 and eq. 58, we have: 

nmin(A2 ,l)A4 + ~ min(>-2 , 1)),5 = 2max((A2 -1)02 ,0) 

The CO and Jl2 conversion will stoichiometric require: 

n min{A2 , l )CO + ~~ min(>-2 , l )112+ 

~(nmin(>- 2 ,1)+ ~min(>-2,1))02 ~ 
nmin(A2 , l)C02 + ~ min(A 2 , 1)112 0 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

Stoichiometric the fraction of oxygen requjred for GO and H2 will due to eq. 66 be 
giVen as: 

CO: 

n 

n+m/2 
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m/2 
n+m/2 

Based on this we assume that the oxygen requirement for GO and 112 will scale with 
their stolchiometric oxygen requirements, and the following relations for determining 
A4 and ,\5 are defined: 

n 

l 
max((.\2 -1)e,, O) 

n+m 2 
n 

,--e'-ec-max((.\2 -1)e2 ,0) 
(), - 2 

"' 2 

12 
max((.\2 - 1)e,, O) 

n+m 
m 

e 2 e max((.\,-1)0,,0) 
l- 2 

Comblned with eq. 63, this will give: 

(67) 

(68) 

CnHmOI+.\0,0, ~ max(1-A::.o) CnHmOI+ (69) 

[
. ('~ 1)_max(.\O,-B,,o) 0]co+ nmax mm "o , B , 

2 (h 2 

m [. (,01 ) max(.\B,-0,,0) ]Ii -max mm A- l - O 2 + 
2 fJz' (}1-82' 

. [max(.\01 - B,, O) l CO nmin e ,1 z+ 
01- 2 

m . [max(.\01 - 02 ,0) l H O 
-min B O ,1 2 + 
2 l- 2 

[ max~~~~l~92,0) min(A~,1) l 
max 

2 
,O (n+ r;) 0 2 
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Figure 5: Camparism of GO generatedfrom methane/air combustion al rich condi
tions. 

3.4 Comparism of a twostep approach with finite chemistry
and equilibrium calculations 

In this section we willshow thetwostep model w hi ch assume fuel hydrogen converted 
to H 2 , (eq. 69), compared with perfectly stirred reactor calculations using full 
chemistry and equilibrium calculations. The perfectly stirred reactor calculations 
are done with the residence time T = lOms. 

Fig. 5 shows the GO mole fraction at rich conditions. We see that the mode! 
overprediets the amount of GO campared with the full chemistry and equilihrium 
calculations. 

Fig. 6 shows the C02 mole fraction. The two step irreversible approach gives too 
low C02 level campared with PSR and equilibrium calculations. This is consistent 
with the overprediction of c o which ensure the elementa! balance to be fulfilled. 

The deviation from PSR and equilibrium calculations in fig. 5 and fig. 6, indicates 
predietlon of too low temperature levels for fuel rich conditions with the two step 
irreversible approach. The resnits for H 2 and H20 given in fig. 7 and fig. 8 support 
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Figure 6: Gomparism of C02 generatedfrom methancjair combustion at rich con
ditions. 

this assumption. 

However, due to the simplicity of the model, this approach may give satisfactory 
results in many engineering problems. 

3.5 Implications - reactor model 

Infinite fast chemistry approach 

The conversion of fuel and oxidizer to products w.ill proceed due to the mixing rate 
in the reactor since the reactants entering the reactor will react immediately due to 
the infinite fast chemistry approach. 

On mass basis the reaction can be represented by: 

l + r f-u -----+ product (70) 
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Figure 7: Camparism of H2 generatedfrom methane/air combustion at ricb condi
tions. 
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Figure 8: Camparism of H20 generatedfrom rnethane/air combustion at rich con
di Lions. 
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stoichiometric mass of oxygen required 

mass of fuel 
(71) 

When multiple fuel streams are identified in a combustion process, each fuel has to 
be treated Separately since no unique overall stol chiornetry can be ap pli ed. For each 
fuel, we define: 

mfu,i + mox,i ---+ product from fuel i 
mass of fuel i 

mox,i stoichiometric mass of oxygen required for fuel i 

Stoichiometric oxygen requirement for fuel i will now be given by: 

moxi 
Tju,i = ~-' 

mfu,i 

The total stoichiometric oxygen requirement, r f u, will now be given hy: 

'C'Nf" 
Wi-1 m ju,iT fu,i 

T ju= 
'C'Nf" 
Wi:::::l m ju, i 

In the reador calculations the ratio 7'J11 can be represented by: 

T ju= 

(72) 

{73) 

(74) 

{75) 

{76) 

(77) 

where Yfu,i is the mass fraction of fuel i into the reactor while Yfu represents the 
total fuel mass fraction into the reactor. 
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3.5.1 Reactor conditions andreaction rates 

From a reactor description, each species Conservatian equation is given by: 

(78) 

where * denotes the reactor condition and T is the residence time of the reactor. 

Infinite fast chemistry imply: 

R;x 
'r ju=--

Rju 
(79) 

(80) 

where 

Rju reaction rate of fuel 
R:x reaction rate of oxygen 
R;r reaction rate of product 

For rich conditions, oxygen will be the limiting reactant: 

(81) 

This imply: 

(82) 

(83) 
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(84) 

(85) 

For lean conditions- fuel will be the lirniting reactant: 

which implies 

(86) 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 

We define: 

(90) 

We now combine the rich and lean case into one: 

(91) 

(92) 
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- -
r;,~= Ypr +(l+ IJu)Ymin 

l -
Rju = --:;,-Ymin 

T 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

When several fuel are identified in the combustion process, we assume that each fuel 
has the same fr actlon con version. This gives: 

thus: 

Y/u,i - Yju,i Y/u - Yju 

Yju,i Yfu 

y! . 
Y"' -~y· 

f1J,,i- y- '" 
ju 

Y • y- Yru,i v 
Ju,i = f u, i - y I min 

ju 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

(99) 

We have now identified three major parameters w h ich must be detcrmined before the 
reaction rate can be put forward. r Ju and Y min reflects the stoichiometric conditions 
of the process, while f is a hydrodynamical parameter giving the rnixing of the 
reactants and hcnce the reaction rate. 

3.5.2 Multiple fuel consequences for product specifications and fuel gen
eration 

Each fuel generates products according to its specific stoichiometry, and analogous 
to the overall stoichiometry we have: 
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mass product from species i 
l + rtu,i = . . 

mass of speetc 1 

We define: 

a·. ,,, ma..<>s of species j, produced from species i 

total mass produced from species i 

mass of species j, produced from species i 

mass of species i 

(100) 

(!OJ) 

It is obvious that if species i is inert, O'i,j =O for all j. If species i is oxygen, notbing 
is said to be produced from the species since the amount of product generated from 
the oxygen, is reflected through the fuel consumption, and we set a;,j = O. We do 
also exclude the possibility of species i to generate itself, hence a;,; =O 

According to eq. 80, infinite fast chemistry gives: 

R*:. 
(1 + rfu,;)a;,j = - ~;f 

' 

where Rj,; represents gener'ation of species j from fuel i. 

If we summarize over all species, 99 gives: 

N 

R'="R' J ~ J,• 
i=! 

N -
• ]"( ) Y;-

Rj = f L..., l + 1'ju,i O';,j =-Y min 
i==t Y,.., 
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Thus, for the products we have: 

(106) 

Inert: 

(107) 

If specie j can be defined both as fuel and product, this ha..<> to be taken into con
sideration. The productian part is given by by eq. 105 and eq. 106. 

If species j also have the characteristics of a fuel, the consumptian must be added. 
According to eq. 106 and eq. 98 we get: 

(108) 

3.5.3 Stoichiometric oxygen requirement and fraction of product gener
ation 

When we apply two step model in our mass balance as described in section 3.3, 
we have an intervall between 01 and 03 where the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, 'Ju1 

and the stoichiometric product fraction, a;,j is not uniquely de:fined from the fuel 
formula. Based on eq. 69 we can deduce expresslons for IJu,i and a;,j 

We define r fu,i as follows: 

16n,· ~ 161,· 32n +8m·~ 161 
cc---'---'--=~-c- < r · < ' ' ' 

'f'Ju,i,r = 12n; +m;+ 16l; - ju,J- 12n; +m;+ 16[; = lju,i,/ (l 09) 

where 'Ju,i,l is the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio for fuel i deduced from the Jean stoi
chiometric equatiou, and lfu,i,r is the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio for fuel i deduced 
from the rich stoichiometric equation. 

Betwcen the limits we have: 
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(liD) 

(111) 

This is based on the assumption that all initial fuel and oxidizer is consurned in this 
regiOn. 

If we assume only one general fuel present, we have the following expression: 

(112) 

du e to r Ju,H2 = 8 and r Ju,CO = ~ 

In this region we have the following relation: 

( 113) 

According to 69 the total product generation from fuel i for fh/81 < A < l will be: 

l ( W H, o) [ W: e J O _ () Wc02 + - 2- -W: .rfu,i- 2 
1 2 ox,• 

( WH,)[e W; l + Wco + -2~ 1 - ~rfu,i 
ox,• 

(114) 

M1i W; e e -W: [(1 + Tju,i,I)(Tju,i- Tju,i,r) + 
l- 2 02 

(l+ rfu,i,,)(rfu,i,l ~ rfu,i)] 

We define: 
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(44n; + 9m;) [(12n; +m;+ 16/;)rju,i- 16(n; -l;)] 

+(28n; +m;) [32n; +8m;- 161;- (12n; +m;+ 16l;)r1,,,] 

W/[(1 + r fu,i,l)( r fu,i - r fu,i,") + (1 +r fu,i," )(r fu,i,l - r fu,i)] 

Pr;W0 ,(01 - 02 ) 

Production of CO 

The stoichiometric product fraction of GO from species i is: 

where a;,co,h earrespond to the rich limit. 

Between the limits, we get: 

(115) 

(116) 

28 
32n; +8m; -161;- (12n; +m;+ 161;)rfu,i (

117
) 

O'i,GO = n; 
Da,i 

Productian of Hz 

The stoichiometric product fraction of H 2 from species i is: 

(119) 

where a;,H2 ,h earrespond to the rich limit. 

32n; +8m;- 161;- (12n; +m;+ l6li)1'Ju,i 
o:;,H2 = m; D . 

"·' 
(120) 
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Between the limits, we get: 

Productian of C02 

The stoichiometric product fraction of C02 from species i is: 

(122} 

where O:i,C0 2 ,h correspond to the lean limit. 

Between the limits, we get: 

(12n· +m·+ 16l}r1 ·- 16(n· -l} . _ 44 . • t t u,t t t 

o:,,co2 - n, D . 
"·' 

(123} 

a;,co, = a;,oo,,h ( }(l ) + (1 )( ) r ju, i - r /1t,i,r + r Ju,i,l +r ju,i,r r ju, i,/ - r ju,i 

(rfu,i- rfu,i,c}(J + rfu,i,l} 
(124} 

Productian of H2 0 

The stoichiometric product fraction of H2 from species i is: 

9mi 
0 <O:" H O< <Y H Oh--;---,-';;-

- '• 
2 

- '• 2 ' - 44n; + 9mi 
(125} 

where o:i,IhO,h correspond to the lean limit. 

(126} 

Between the limits, we get: 
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(rJu,i- rfu,i,c)(1 + rfu,i,l) ( 127) 
<Xi,H,O = a;,H,O,h ( )( ) ( )( ) 

Tju.,i- rju,i,r l+ Tju,i,l + l+ Tju,i,r Tju,i,/ -1'ju,i 

CO as fuel 

4 
rru,i = 7 

H2 as fuel 

Tju,i =8 

The remairring ai,j = O. 

(128) 

(129) 

(130) 

( 131) 

We have described the essential parameters for using a two step model for infinite 
fast irreversible combustion in a perfectly stirred reactor. This leads to a more 
realistic description of the combustion products for fuel rich conditions. 

3.5.4 Reactor treatment - general description 

In the preceding wc have described rather detailed how the various stoichiometric 
quantities should be determined) and we would now like to put it in a general 
formalism suitable for implementation in a numerical code. According to the EDC 
the mean reaction rates are deterrnined if the burrring fine structures mass fr actions 
are determincd. These mass fradians are modeled as mass fractions in a perfectly 
stirrcd reactor which can be determined from the following formula: 

(132) 

where the factor f3i is defined according to what catogory the species i belongs to .. 

Fuel: 
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(133) 

Oxygen: 

{3; =-T ju (134) 

Product: 

(135) 

Inert: 

{3; =o (136) 

By using such a general formalism, the implernentation in computer codes are rather 
straight forward, and the model can be substituted with other approaches without 
redetining the mean reaction rate description. 

3.5.5 Some results 

A simple test. case for KAMELEON-II has been calculated just to see if physical 
correct resnits are reproduccd. The test case is 3D with the following characteristics: 

Il Min [m] l Max [m] l Cells l . 
x o 4 19 
y o 2 11 
z o 10 25 

A methane jet is injected in to a cross ftow at a rate of 0.055kg /s and with velacity 
Uj = 78m/ s normal to the y-z plane. The cross flow is air flowing over the z = O 
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Figure 9: The flow field in the plane Y(j=6) 

boundary at a rate lkgjs and a velacity of Wcp = l.9mjs. Hence, the overall 
stoichiometry equals one. 

The result is shown for the plane Y(j=6) which is the center plane of the box. 

Fig. 9 shows the flow field and how the jet is bended towards the outlet of the box. 

Fig. lO shows the mixture fraction developing in the plane. The mixture fraction 
tells us how the jet stream is mixed with the in coming cross flow and if no reaction 
has occured, i t willrepresen t the fuel distribution. Hence we can define fixed mixture 
fractions corresponding to stoichiometricmass fractlons offuel. The two valnes given 
in eq. 10 earrespond to .\1 = l and .\2 = l defined in eq. 51 and eq. 52. )q = l 
represents the 5.5 % value while .\2 = l represents the 18.9 % valne. The two 
step rnadel should consequently convert fuel earbon to GO in the domain where the 
mixture fraction is greaterthen 18.9 %, while between 5.5 %and 18.9 %, the fuel 
earbon should be converted partly to CO and partly to G02 • For conditions leaner 
then 5.5 %, all the fuel earbon should be converted to C02 • 

Fig. 11 shows the GO distribution. As expected the maximum values are located 
in the most fuel rich zones, while the level is gradua\ly decreased as the conditlons 
get leaner and tbe GO itself is burned. 
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Figure 10: Mixture fraction distribution 

Fig. 12 shows the G02 distribution. The maximum value is located near the 5.5 % 
limit which reflects the conversion of fuel earbon to G02 at this limit. 

Fig. 13 shows the temperature distribution. The maximum temperature is located 
near the 5.5 % limit which is the limit for conversion of all fuel without excess air 
dilut.ing and lowering the maximum temperature. 

The computational cost of this model is of the same order as the one step infinite 
fast irreversible reaction approach. Due to inclusion of the species GO and H2, 
it is slightly more memory demanding. However, the modd should be well suited 
for more reliable calculations based on the infinite fast chemistry assumption. The 
major advantage is the prcdiction of lower temperatures in the fuel rich zoncs, and 
also to some extent the prediction of GO level from combustion proccsscs. 
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Figure 11: GO prediction with the twostep irreversible approach 

Flgure 12: C02 prediction with thetwostep irreversible approach 
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Figure 13: Temperature prediction with the two step irreversible approach 

4 Conclusions 

l.) The detailed composition rnodeling by the "Ed dy Dissipation Con eepe' is 
currently reported using a tabular approach. This approach for prediction of 
NO by using precalculated values, shows qualitatively good result.s. However, 
the reduced mechanism, [2], gives the same order of accuracy for diffusion 
ftame calculations. The tabular approach has the advantage of beeing easy to 
incorporate in flow codes, though i t ma y be memory demarrding w hen several 
species are represented in tables. The currently used table does only represen t 
the species NO, and the dependency of resolution and domain limitations of 
the independent variables has not been fully tested. Representation of more 
species in tables should be investigated along with resolution and limitation 
problems of the independent variables to determin if the tabular approach is 
a good enough mcthod for prediction of NO levels in natural gas combustion. 

The rcduced mechanism will be more complicated to incorporate in the flow 
code due to its demand for a robust non-linear equation solvcr. However, the 
reduced mechanism modeling mayproveto be a major approach in the future 
in the sencc of reduclng the number of species to be regarded as field variables 
while still taking care of detailed chemistry effects. For the moment the shift
ing from the reduced mechanism approach towards the tabular approach was 
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enforced by the fact that the reduced mechanism has less significance for the 
reburning process. 

The simple tabular approach tested here gives very good results taking into 
consideration the crude approximations done when representing the finite 
chemistry effects. 

2.) Gomposition of the major species GnHmOh 0 2 , G02 and H2 0ba.sed on infinite 
fast chemistry, may in many cases give reasonable result for the heat release in 
man y combustion processees. This is espessially t rue if the combustion occure 
under fuel lean conditions. Here we have outlirred an improved infinite fast 
chemistry approach which include GO and H2 a.<; species created in the fuel 
rich zones of the flame. This leads to more accurate predietians of ternperture 
levels in these zones and alos realistic GO levels can be obtained from this 
model. 

The model shows physical realistic results in a turbulent diffusion flame type 
of computation, and for many practical purposes, this will be a sufficient elab
orated model for predieting the major characteristics of a combustion process. 
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